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Thank you, Chuck, for keeping your head. Bugliosi has caught on that if youhave the one lone nut book around 

November, you get to be on alot of TVshows (ala Posner--media darling). Don't forget, Posner's book DID 

NOTSELL. Your advice to get our act together is excellent. I am looking uponthis as a challenge and I have faith 

in the knowledge of more than oneshooter, lies by the intelligence agencies, and a government cover-up ofthe 

assassination.I am reminded of Jackie Kennedy's concerns she voiced to Ted White in the"Camelot" 

interview:"Do you know what I think of history? The more I used to read of history,the more I thought -- when 

something is written down, does that make ithistory? ...men are such a combination of bad and good...and 

what ishistory going to see in this except what Merriman Smith wrote, that bitterman...then I thought history 

is what made Jack."History will show that the people saw through the great lie of the singlebullet theory, the 

denials of our government that there was more to thiscrime, and then the people demanded that a new law, 

the JFK Act, beinstituted for a civilian board (first time in history!) to declassify themillions of withheld 

documents.Who remembers Merriman Smith today?Sincerely,DebraAt 11:41 PM +0100 6/9/98, Marler, Chuck 

wrote:>Thanks for the advance warning.> As you know, Vincent Bugliosi was the prosecutor of Lee 

Oswald>(posthumously) on an HBO special trial reenactment against defense>attorney, Jerry Spence (sp). I 

believe the year was 1988 (25th>anniversary). Spence did a fair job despite the fact he wasn't 

real>knowledgeable about the JFK case. Bugliosi did a great job through his>witnesses of establishing Oswald's 

guilt UNTIL Spence cross-examined>them and Bugliosi's strong logic during his direct examination crumbled.>> 

The American public was allowed to call in with their verdict>and the overwhelming response rejected the 

"lone nut scenario"--when>given the other side.> I am hopeful the media blitz on Bugliosi's new book will 

bring>the JFK assassination back on page one compared to the way it is now.>And while Bugliosi's marketing 

ad boasts that he has "irresistible logic>and absolute command of the evidence", we can ask "which 

evidence"??>The Warren Commission's version or the version hidden from public view>for 35 years. Lee 

Rankin's son donation of his father's notes and>documents to the Review Board (July 1997) illustrates how 

Gerald Ford>manipulated the final report, regardless of the evidence. The tapes>>from LBJ Library and other 

releases indicate that President Johnson,>Richard Russell, John Cooper, Hale Boggs, and John McCloy didn't 

buy the>"single bullet theory."> I don't see Bugliosi in the same manner as Posner. In 1993,>following the 

success of the movie "JFK" and the Assassination Records>Review Act, there was public interest in the case 

was growing. Posner's>media circus came to drown out the interest. In 1998, the interest is>dwindling despite 

startling revelations coming out of the Review Board.>Bugliosi's media blitz can only ignite interest and debate-
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